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I. Set the Stage > 2. Preparatory Exploration > Videos 

Videos 

Students are directed to watch specific videos by the instructor or encouraged 

to seek out videos relevant to the topic at hand. Frequently combined with 

questions to keep in mind while watching or searching. 

 

How to do this online

 

Videos can be embedded in a Canvas page, or in cases where host sites do 

not allow embedding, can be linked. Note: videos can be embedded 

anywhere in Canvas that the rich text editor appears: Discussions, 

Assignments, Quizzes and Surveys and Announcements. It is usually a good 

idea to assign related questions to think about. A variation on this is to let 

students post videos along with a summary of the video and why they think it 

is particularly relevant to the topic. 

 

PROS: Videos can be accessed whenever the students have time and can be 

re-watch as needed. They can watch with captions and/or read transcripts. It 

doesn’t take up valuable class time.  

  

CONS: There can be difficulty accessing videos from certain countries, such as 

China or Iran, or if there is not sufficient bandwidth. Videos may be taken 

down or links broken. It can be overwhelming if videos are posted by all 

students in a large class. 

  

Tools you could use: 

 YouTube https://www.youtube.com/ 

 Vimeo https://vimeo.com/ 

 TED https://www.ted.com/ and TED-Ed https://ed.ted.com/ 

https://www.youtube.com/
https://vimeo.com/
https://www.ted.com/
https://ed.ted.com/
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 Arc (embedded within Canvas) - 

https://www.seattleu.edu/cdlihelp/faculty/canvas/tutorials/#media 

 How to do this in the classroom 

 

Videos can be shown on a screen. 

 

PROS: You can be certain that the students in attendance have watched the 

video. You can gauge reactions immediately and adjust the follow up 

discussion accordingly. Questions and misconceptions can be handled in real 

time.  

  

CONS: Technology issues can arise last minute; poor room lighting or glare 

can affect visibility; may be difficult for non-native speakers or hearing 

impaired to follow. Students can’t re-watch the parts they didn’t understand. 

 

Tools you could use: 

 YouTube https://www.youtube.com/ 

 Vimeo https://vimeo.com/ 

 TED https://www.ted.com/ and TED-Ed https://ed.ted.com/ 

 Arc (embedded within Canvas) - 

https://www.seattleu.edu/cdlihelp/faculty/canvas/tutorials/#media 

  

https://www.seattleu.edu/cdlihelp/faculty/canvas/tutorials/#media
https://www.youtube.com/
https://vimeo.com/
https://www.ted.com/
https://ed.ted.com/
https://www.seattleu.edu/cdlihelp/faculty/canvas/tutorials/#media

